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Abstract:
lu this paper it is sho~cn that if costs are associated to sampling operations which are
adeled to a performance criterion, the minimization of this new performance criterion
rPSiilts in a controller operated at an optimal sampling rate. This, under the assumptions
that the system is periodica(l}. sampled, the applied control is kept fixed betw-een every
tw~o sampling instances and some technical conditions are met. In case the considered
planniug horizon in the performance criterion is finite an algorithm is devised which
calculatPS in a finite number of steps the optimal sampling period. It is show~n that the
tPChnical conditions mentioned abo~~e are satisfied b}. the finite planning horizon time-
carying LQG tracking problem. Since stability is a major reduirement in controller design
~~.e also consider tlie case of an infinite planning horizon. This anal}'sis is focussed on
thP time-in~.ariant digital LQ tracking proUlem. Given some mild regularit}- conditions a
numerical algorithm is presented that approximates the optimal solution w~ithin any pre
spPCified Prror norm. It is show-n that also in this case an optimal sampling-rate exists.
The algorithm for determining the optimal sampling period if the planning horizon is
fiuite is illustrated in an econornic example.
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1 Introduction

Dr~aling with practical problems in engineering and economics the natural questions
arise how often the sy~stem should be sampled and how the performance is affected if
urtly. sampled datasets are a~-ailable.
`lacro-economic s}.stems, for example, evolve continuously in time while economic data
from the system are gathered onl~. at certain sampling instants. Increasing the sampling
period of a macro-economic sy.stem brings on additional costs of data gathering, w.hereas
the additional iuformation that can be extracted from this data w~ill, in general, decrease
un an increasing sampling period ( since e.g. the data is corrupted by noise). Therefore,
the problem arises to w.eigh out the advantage of an increase in the performance of the
sy~stPm and the additional cost of data gathering.
lu this papPr wP present sufficient concíitions for the existence of an optimal sampling
pPriod for an economic sy.stem. ~~'e assume that the underly~ing economy is described
hy a linear continuous-time sy~stem containing an exogenous component, and that the
policy~makers w.ant to minimize a social welfare function.
There is an extensive ongoing literature dealing w-ith various problems concerning sam-
plr~cl data systems (see e.g. rlstrom et aL (1990) and Engwerda et al. (199'?) for
references). ~lain research performed in this area has been done in the field of control
t~uginc~ering, in particular from a digital control point of view. In particular the so-called
di~ital LQC~ tracking controllers have been studied. They are characterised by. sampled
~lata, piecew~ise constant controls and a quadratic integral costfunctional which includes a
n~ferPnce for the state onlt~. How.ever, the design does not take into account the influence
of au exogenous romponent, a reference for the control and costs associated to satnpling.
('haractPristics, w.hich are t~.pical for e.g. many- economic and chemical systems.
In this paper thP analvsis of the finite planning horizon time-varying digital LQG track-
ing problem and the infinite planning horizon time-invariant LQ tracking problem and
their numPrical computation, are extended to deal w.ith problems w~here an exogenous
cunipouent and a reference for the control are involved. The cost associated to sampling
uperatiuns are added to the quaclratic performance index. It is demonstrated that nun-
imi~ing this new performance index results in a digital LQG (LQ, respectively) tracking
cuutroller operated at an optimal sampling-rate.
The orrtliue of the paper is as follow.s. First, we consider the finite planning horizon
prohlem in a general setting. It is assumed that the goal is to choose the sampling
period such that the sum of sampling cost and social w-elfare cost is minimized. It is
shuw~n, by. making a reasonable choice for the sampling cost as a function of the number
uf ~amplPS, that under some technical conditions on the w~elfare function, also viewed as
a frtnction of the sampling period, there exists a sampling period minimizing this sum.
A uumerical algorithm is given which computes this optimal sampling period in a finite
niunber of steps. Then, it is show~n that if the w~elfare function is given by a quadratic
tracking criterion and the underlving s}-stem is described by~ a linear time-var~.ing clif-
ferPntial equation corrupted by white noise the above mentioned technical conditíons
are satisfied. This is achieved by deri~~ing, for an a priori specified sampling period, an
~~zplicit fonrntla for the minimal valire of this social welfare iunction. This value can be
~plit into four terms. One term w-hich can be compared to the costs of the corresponding
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LQ problem, a second term that is caused by the initial state uncertainty, a third term
which is caused by disturbances acting on the system and a fourth term caused by un-
certaiuty of the state estimation. Ideallv, it would be desirable to analyze this minimal
valne as an explicit function of the sampling period and then investigate the dependency
of this value on the sampling period (i.e. evaluate the derivative). However, this value
is a higltly nonlinear function of the sampling period which has as a consequence that
tbe resulting expression for the derivative requires more computational effort than the
actual calculation of the rninimal value for a number of appropriate sampling frequencies
(see Powell (196ï)). But, fortunately, it can be easily verified from this value that the
technical conditions mentioned above are satisfied, which yields the above mentioned
couclusion.
5ince robustness for unmodeled disturbances and staying close to prespecified policy
paths is a major requirement in economic controller design too (see e.g. Pitchford et al.
(1 Sl ï ï), Preston et al. (19b2) and Engwerda (1990)), we consider in a seperate section the
case where the social welfare function has an infinite planning horizon. To simplify this
analysis we restrict it to time-invariant digital LQ tracking problems. Again, first, the
Pxistence of an optimal sampling period in case costs associated to sampling operations
are adcled to the welfare function is treated in a general context. Technical conditions
arP prPSented again from which one can conclude [hat this optimization problem has a
sul~ttion. Then, these results are used to derive an explicit expression for the minitnal
~alue of the LQ performance criterion, given a fixed sampling period. This theoretical
expression for the minimal ~-alue is used to verif~ the above technical conditions and thus
tu ronchtdP the existence of an optimal sampling period for the problem.
Tu calculate this optimal sampling period one may expect that one has to calculate
thr minimal welfare for a number of fixed sampling periods. Since exact calculation of
tlte minimal welfare is an, in general, impossible job we present in a seperate section
a uumerical algorithm which computes (under some conditions) this value within any
l~respecified error norm together with some nutnerical considerations.
Finally, we illustrate how the optimal sampling-rate can be computed numerically for an
Nruuomic control policy problem.

2 Optimal sampling rates

In this section we discuss the problem Itow to determine the optimal sampliug rate
iu a gPneral finite planning horizon setting.
:lsstnne that a govPrnment likes to minimize a social welfare function Jtt~ which is defined
uver a planning interval [0, t~~, and that it reconsiders its policy only at discrete points z;
iu time based on new information that it receives at points t; on the economy. ~foreover,
assume that the policy ~~ariables remain constant in between every two successive time-
points c; and z;tt. To avoid unneccessary complications assume that the timepoints t;
and z; coiucide. A point t; will be called a sampling point. Additionally assume that
the titne that elapses between any two consecutive sampling points is constant, and that
this sampling per-iod equals T. Finally, assume that t~ is an integer multiple of this
sampling period and that for every fixed sampling period the rninimum of the welfare
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f~iuctiou, viewed as a function of the policy variables, exists and is denoted by J~t..

`ow., oue might expect that the more frequent the economy is sampled, the smaller the

~~~Plfare cost will be. This, however, is not alway.s the case as shows the following example:

Example 1:
('onsider the scalar system: á- z' f u, and the corresponding social welfare function:

J~y -{ fo (u - 1)2dt f Ji (u- 2)2dt}. Then, it is clear that if the policy variable u may' bP

changed at the sampling points 0, ~ and 3, the minimal welfare cost Jw. 7 0, whereas

if the system is only sampled twice ( at the points 0 and 1) the minimal welfare costs are
Ozero.

Since the set of admissible policies for a sampling period T~ contains the set of ad-

niissible policies for a period T2, w'henever T2 is an integer multiple oí Tl, it is obvious

that a relationship which does hold is that Jw(T~) C Jtiy(T2). This implies in particular

that

Lemma 2:
Assume that 1TnoJit.(T) - Jo. Then, Jtit-(T) 1 Jo for ever`' admissible sampling period

T.

Proof:
(h~. contradiction) Assume that there exists a sampling period To such that J~t.(To) G Jo.

ThPU (see thP ahove argument) also Jit-( ry) C Jiti.(To), t1:~- - 0, 1,2,.. So, in partic-

To - o
ular wP get Jo - lim J~t.( .~. ) G .I~ti.(To) C Jo.

.v~a

In the sequel we make the assumption that Jo :- 1T1óJ~t-(T) exists as a finite num-

l~er.
.~s motivated in the introduction it seems reasonable to assume that the collection of

infurmation brings on costs w'ith it. .~gain for simplícity~ reasons, we make the assump-

tion that t6PSe costs, denoted by J~, consist of fixed costs, J~, and variable costs w'hich

are the product of sotne fixed amount c and the number of samples. That is:

Js(T)-J1~-c~T. (I)

Obviouslv under the above assumptions the sum of the welfare cost and sampling cost

J'(T) - J~ti.(T) -~ J5(T), goes to infinity if the sampling period T goes to zero. There-

fore a sampling period T' bounded away from zero exists such that the sum of the

~~'Plfare and sampling cost J'(T') is minimal, i.e. J'(T') C J`(T) for all admissible

T. This inerluality~ together with equation ( 1) and lemma 1 gives rise to the inequality

`~ C J'(T) - J~ - Jo, from which we obtain T' 1 ~~~~~. This inequality. forms

the basis of the following recursive algorithm that computes the optimal sampling rate

T' together with the nvnimum cost J'(T') in a finite number of steps.

Algorithm 3:



~ initialization step.
T' :- t~,J' :- J~y(T`) -~ J,(T'); tiumber of samples :- l.

~ updating the sampling period.
Increase the number of samples by l. Calculate the corresponding sampling period
T : ~,

( - nwnber of samples )'

~ stopping rule.

If T C ~, `~`' ~o then the algorithm stops: the optimal sampling period is T' and
i-

the corresponding minimal cost is J'.

~ miuimalitt' test.
If J'(T) C J`(T') then T' :- T, and J`(T') :- J(T).
C~oto step 2 of the algorithm.

In the next section we show that the above mentioned assumptions on the k'elfare func-
tion are satisfied if ~ti'e consider a time-varying quadratic ~~~elfare function containing a

refPrPnce trajectory for the control and the economy is described by a time-varying lin-

ear differential equation containing an exogenous component. Furthermore we present
rKplicit formulas to calculate the optimal control policy for the optimal sampling period.

3 The optimally sampled time-varying digital LQG
tracker

First, we fornntlate and sol~'e the digital LQG tracking problem for an arbitrarily chosen
aclutissihle sampling period. Consider a system described by the following linear, finite-

rlimensional differential equation:

.i.(t) - .-~(t)r(t) ~ B(t)t~(t) ~ ~t(t) f t~(t), ('?)

~~ith Er(to) - i(to), and co~.(r(to),r(to)) - G. Here a(t) is an n-dimensional state vec-
tor, ,-1(t) and B(t) are the system matrices, d(t) is a deterministic exogenous component
and z~(t) is a ~ehite noise process ~~'ith, Er(t) - 0, and co~'(~'(t),v(s)) - V(t)bp(t - s),
~~'herP fip(t - s) is the Dirac delta function. The covariance matrices V(t) and G are
assumed to be positi~'e semidefinite (j 0).
`o~~', assume that measurements on the s}'stem are made at the sampling points

t„ i- 1, ,.~' as follo~~'s

y(tk) - C(tk)r(tk) ~ T~(tk). ~- O~ l, .., fti,

~~.here w(t,~) is a discrete-time white noise process with E{w(t~,)} - 0, and
E{ te(t~;)uT(tt)} - ii'(ft,.)bxt. ~~'here ó~,.~ is the Kronecker delta. The objective is to let the
~tate ~.ariables track a prespecified trajectory r'(.) by using a piecewise constant control
l,ath u(.) that does not di~'erge too much from a prespecified control path u'(.). Tlzis

~:..,-~.



iclra uf tracking can be formalized by considering a quadratic cost-functional of the form:

f,, (tt(.).s(to).to.t,.') :- E{(S(t.~-) - S`(t.~.))TH(T(t:..) - z'(t,ti-))}f

E{~~' (~(t) - z'(t))~d(t)(~(t) - ~'(t)) ~ (u(t) - u`(t))TR(t)(u(t) - u`(t))}, (:3)

~~Ilrre r'(.) and u'(.) are references for the state and control, respectively, and Q(t) ~
U. N(t) ~ 0 and H 1 0.
Tlle digital LQG problem consists of minimizing (3) subject to (2). It is w'ell known that
~li~,ital LQG problems can be transformed into equiualent discrete-time problems which
rc,ntiist of an equi~'alent discrete-time s}-stem and an equie'alent discrete-time costfunction
~.c~r e.g. Le~'is et al (1971)). The equi~'alent discrete-time s}'stem corresponding to (2)
i~ ~i~'t'n b}'

xktl -~krk ~ rkuk f tlk f Uk

~k - Ckrk ~ u-'k,

i~~ht~re the index k refers to values at times tk. Here ~k -~(tktl, tk), where ~(t, s)
i~ the state transition matrix of system ( 2) from time s to time t; I'k - I'(tktl, tk),
~~'herP I`(t.tk) - ftk ~(S,tk)B(~)r1G:(lk - ~(tktl,tk), t~'llere (l(t.tk) - ftk ~(~~tk)~(S)~G~
7i11,1 tI1P ~~'}llte nOISe 2'k IS cllaraCÍ,Pr1Sed bV E2'k - ~, EVk 2`A - ~"k -~~(tkfl, tk), W here
1( t. tk) -.ltk ~(G~ tk)~~(~)~T (c. tk)tf~.

7lir equi~'alPUt discrete-time costfunction corresponding to (3) is gi~'en by

.1,, (ti(.).r(to).to.t,~-.T) - E{(:r,~- -.r:~.)TH(.r~- - r,`-)}f

`~-I

~ E{SkQkTk f Z.Lk.ifkitk f u ~ Rk.tLk f Z.Lktik f Zt'k tik} ~ fk f~k,
k-0

~~~Ilt'rP Rk - 1tkk~t R(t)~T~(t.tk)Q(t)~(t.tk)~t; Qk - ftkk~~ ~~(t,tk)Q(t)~(t,tk)CÍt: -~Ík -~,:,.: ~~(r,.tk)Q(t)r(t,tk)~tt: t~k - Itka, rT(t.tk)Q(t)~(t.tk) - ~-(t) - R(t)2~-(t)~tt: t7k -
l~~ii ~T(t tk)Q(t)(~(t.tk)-.T~(t))tft: .~k - ftkk~~ tr(~~(t.tk)Q(t))(ft;and Jk -~tktt,(~,.(t)-

i~Í~.tk.))TQ(i)(S'(t)-tÍ(t,ik))~2(~~(t)R(t)1!-(t)tlt. ~Ote that, smce tktl -tk - T, all these
niatrices and ~.ariables depend on the sampling period T. For notational simplicit}- this
clc.pendency is omitted.
tiu. sol~'ing the digital LQG tracking problem (2,3) is equi~-alent to sol~-ing the discrete-
time problem (-1.5). The solution to this problem is summarized in the next theorem.

Theorem 4:
Thc~ control sequence minimizing (5) subject to (4) is given b}-

~~' h t'rP
uk - -Gk..b"zk - Jk.N,

~~k..V :- (Rk f I~k Ilktl..~'I`k)-1(Tk Ilktl.,`'~k f.tifk )

(6)



~Jk.,Y :- lRk f Ilk I1kt1..1'I,k)-~(1-k ilk}l.,V~k - I~k hk.fi7..V f rk, )

aucl lík.,,v and hk.,~- are gi~.en hy' the recursions

~1k.1 .- Qk f ~~I1kt7.A'~k-

(~A 1ikf1..~'rk ~.1Ík)(Rk ~- llk líktt.Nrk)-1(rk Ilkt1.:~'~k i- .[Ik ),

lís..`. - H;

Itk..l' :- (~k - rkGk.N)T(hkt1.1V - hktl.h'~k) f Ck..Vrk - 9k,

(ó)

(9)

(10)
1,~~.~- - H~~(t.v).

1lureol'er, the minimum cost ol'er the time interval [tk, t;~] equals:

.~~~-1tk, tnr, Í) :- .C~ i1k,ti~.Lk - ZS~ hk,N ~ SZI.~HS~N

1'-1
~~~-k {(Ií;ti.,ti-dt - h~fi.:ti')T(R, f I'Tlí~ti.,vr,)-'rr(rT(h~fi.,v - Ií~tt.,vd;) - 2r,)

-~~clrh~tt,.v f dTlí~ti.,~,.J~ - rT(R~ f I'Tlí~fi..vI';)-lr, f w~}

~"- i ,~-- i
f tr(hk..~-Pk) f ~{tr([~lí~ti.:v) ~ f;} f~ tr(G~(R~ f I'Tlí~fi„~'r~)C~~P,). (11)

~-k ~-k
lu e0„ations (6,1 I) ik., Pk, h- 0, 1, .., .ti' - 1 are generated bt' the well know'n Iíalman

„u~' step ahead predictor for the cliscrete-time s~-stem (4) given by',

Sktl - l~k - Lk~,k)Tk ~ LkJk } rkuk f~k,SO -~TO,

tt llere Lk - ~k.PkCk (~kPkCk fll'k)-~~ Pktl - (~k-LkCk)Pk(~k-LkCk)T ~Lk1~kL~ ~~k
~~ith Po - G, and ti"k - 11'(tk).

Proof: The proof follows from results presented by' Engll'erda and Van ~i~'illigenburg
iu (]99'?), who consider the corresponding LQ problem, and results presented bt. Van
~1 illigenhurg and De honing in (19~2), 11'ho consider the LQG problem without an ex-
~,'rnous componPnt aud a reference for the control. p

T~,king a closer look at the cost function (11) shows that in this equation the first four
~~'rms can be compared to the costs of the corresponding LQ problem; the fifth term is
~~ansed by' the initial state tmcertainty; the sixth term is caused by disturbances acting on
thr system; and the last is caused by uncertainty of the state estimation. Furthermore,
it is easily seen that J'(T) is bounded for every' admissible sampling period chosen in
tl,e intPrval ( 0. t,ti. - to] and that IT óJ~y(T) exists. So, we can apply algorithm 3 to find
tliP optimal samp]ing period.



Corollary 5:
Il the ~~.elfare cost are gi~~en by (:3) and sampling cost by (1), then there exists an up-

timal sampling period for system (2). This period can be calculated using algorithm

a. Furthermore, the control minimizing the ~celfare cost (3) w.r.t. s}-stem (2) and the
rurresponding ~~elfare cost can, for any admissible sampling period, be calculated from

theurem -1. ~

~~'e conclude this section by noting that the numerical computation of the solution pre-

sPnted in theorem ~ can be performed using the results presented by Van ~~'illigenburg

iu (199L).

4 The infinite planning horizon case

lu addition to optimality usually robust performance with respect to unmodelled distur-
hances is desired. It is well known that if one considers a quadratic performance criterion

u~.er an infinite planning horizon and a system described by a linear differential equation
lil:e ('?) controllers are obtained w-hich, under some ~ceak additional conditions, stabi-
lize thP closed-loop of the system. Therefore, in this section we consider the existence
r~uestion of an optimal sampling period in case the considered social w.elfare function is
defined o~~er an infinite planning horizon [to, oc). To be more specific, we consider the
existence o( an optimal sampling period for s~-stem ( 2) in case the taelfare function is
oi~en hy (:3), with the planning horizon t~ extended to infinit}', and the sampling cost
gi~-en by ( t). To simplify the analysis throughout this section, ti.e ~ti.ill assume all matri-
ce~ occiirring in (2) to be time-in~.ariant, the s}~stem is not to be corrupted by noise and
1'nll state obser~-ations (i.e. C- 1). So, the system under consideratiou is

.'r(t) - A.r(t) ~ Bu(t) ~ d(t): y(t~) - r(tk) (l~l)

]n priuciple now any sampling period behti.een 0 and oc is a candidate for being the
uptimal sampling period. On the other hand, if J~ti.(T) is ~~~ell defined for e~.ery finite
positi~.e sampling period T, in general one may expect that TimGJ~y-(T) - oc. :~laking

these last assumptions ~~~e ha~~e the follo~~.ing general obser~.ation.

Theorem 6:
Let J'(T) - J~t.(T) fJs(T). ~~-here J, is gi~en by ( 1) and J~ti-(T) is an arbitraril~~ contin-
,ious ~cPlfare fimction defined on (0, x) for ~~.hich limJw(T) exists and lim Jiti.(T) - oo.

Tto T-x
Then, therP exists an optimal sampling period T', nunimizing J'.

Proof:
Due to our assumptions on J, and J~ti,, it is easily seen that both 1TnoJ'(T) - oc and

liiu J'(T) - oo. lising the continuity of J'(T) elementary analysis shoas the existence
T-x
uf an optimal satnpling period. ~

Su the prohlPm is to find conditions on the system and social ~~.elfare function such
that the conditions in theorem 6 are satisfied. To that end ~~-e first present conditions

:~.v.... .



nuaranteeing that the optitnization problem

minimize lim Jtt.(u(.),a(to),to,t,~.,T) w..r.t. (12), (13)t„-~

,incler the constraint that the closed-loop system is stabilized, has a proper solution
for Pvery chosen sampling period T. In fact t~~~o kind of problems can occur. First
uf all, the reference paths for the control and policy variables must be such that for
an}. sampling period T the solution has a finite i~~elfare function value. It is clear that
tu satisfy this condition necessarily there must exist a control sequence u(.) such that
tl~e difference betw.een the actual and desired state variables, .r - a`, converges to zero
if time goes to infinity. [f the sampling period approaches zero it seems reasonable
(rompare Engwerda ( 1990, theorem 6)) to require that the desired state variables satisfy
a iliíferential equation ~ehich corresponds ~~~ith the s}-stem (12). On the other hand, if the
~ampling period differs from zero, then the desíred control variables should ultimately
I,ecome periodicall}~ constant ~eith a period ~~.hich equals the sampling period. Since
this property should hold for any sampling period this implies that the desired control
~~u~iables must ultimately con~~erge. Based on these considerations ~~~e make the following
a,sumption:

z'(t) -.-ts-(t) -~ Bu'(t) ~ ~[(t) f r~(t); ~'(to) - T(to) (1-~)
~~~here both u,c(t) :- u'(t) - u' and i'(t) converge exponentially fast to zero. (Here u` is
a coustant ~-ector).

The second problem, alread~- mentioned b~- Iíalman et al in (19G3) (see also Levis
rt al (19ï 1) ), is that although the continuous time s}~stem (1'?) ma}~ be controllable, in
ocueral the equivalent discrete-time s~~stem ~~~ill not have this property. This has imme-
~fiate consequences in case one considers infinite planning horizon problems, since this
luss of controllahilit~~ ma}~ cause the problem to have no proper solution. So, w.e have to
~Iral ~~~ith this problem too. `ow, in general ~~.e have a rough idea about the magnitude
uf the optimal sampling period T'. Therefore throughout this section ~ti~e assume that
T' E(O, Tt-], for some kno~cn upperbound Tc-. Conditions that guarantee the stabiliz-
,~bilit~- of the sampled s~-stem for an~. T E(0, Tt.] are as follo~~.s.

Lemma 7:
Let (A, B) be stabilizable.
1~hen (~(T), r(T)) is stabilizable for all T E (O, Tt.] if for all eigenvalues ~,tc E Q(..~)f1~b,
~- c 1" , d 4 c T:. Here Q'f~ é ~ I c 6:-{~EQ~~Rez10}.

Proof:
Let T E (0, Tt,-] be anv sampling period. Then ~ is an eigen~~alue of ;4 if and only~ if e''T
is au eigenvalue of ~(T).
('onSeqUet]tIV, if the real part of .1 is stnaller than zero then ~ e'~T ~c l. That is, e';T is a
aahle eigenvalue of ~(T).
`ext consider the case that ~ E v(.9) fl ~.'6. Then, by~ assumption, ~ will be coutrollable,
i.e. rank(A - a1B] - n. ~Ve ~eill sho~ti. that rank(~(T) - e~Tl I'(T)] - n too. That is,
c~T is a controllable eigen~~alue of the sampled system.



To that eud ~~.e first uote that e`T ~ eaT for all v E~(A)~{.}}. So, q(~) :-
(e'T - e'~T)~(~ - a) ~ 0 tlz E v(A)~{~} and, moreo~'er, limq'(z) ~ 0.

From both these obser~'ations we conclude that e`T - e'~T - (z -~)g(~), ~.here
q(-) ~ 0 f1ti E Q(A). So, using the spectral mapping theorem, ~ti~e ha~'e that
rai~k[~(T) - e~~T 1['(T)] - rank[(A -~1)g(A) I'(T)], where g(A) is in~'ertible. lising
titandard arguments the result follo~~'s immediately. (]

To ans~~'er the existence question of an optimal sampling period for the infinite plan-
ning horizon LQ problem ~~'e first consider the solution to the equivalent discrete-time
LQ optimization problem for a fixed sampling period. It is well known that (see e.g.
I~~~'akernaak et aL (19ï'?)) if (~,I') is stabilizable, then both lí :- lirn Iík„ti- and,

,v~~
cousequently, G:- lim Gx„v exist, where Iík,,v and Gk,:v are as in theorem -t. Further-

.~~ y x
more the spectral radius of the matrix ~- I'G, denoted by ~, is smaller than one, and
h can be found as the unique positi~.e definite solution satisíying the algebraic Riccati
eqnation:

I1 -Q~~TIí~-(.II~I'TIí~)T(RfT~TIII~)-~(.iI~I~TI1~), (ARE) (1J)

~~~6Pre the time-in~-ariant matrices Qr, and R~ are denoted by Q and R, respecti~'el}'.
~Vith this result one can prove analogous to corollary 2 in Eng~~-erda (1990) that:

Tlieorem 8:
Let (~, Ï) he stabilizable and d~, qx, rk be such that for all Ic ) 0 hk :- rin~kk.,~. exists.

Thi~u, the optimal control minimizing lim J~t~(u(.),r(to),to,t,~-,T) ~~.r.t. (1'?), is gi~'en
t,ti. --x

~)~':

u~,.--(RfI'TIíI')-~([11fI'Tlí~).r~;-(RffTlíi')-'(-11~-I'T[írl,c-hrh~,ti~-r~;), (16)

~~~hPre Ií satisfies (ARE). :~foreo~'er, this controller stabilizes the closed-loop system.
The minimum ~~'elfare cost equals

.I~t.(to,T) :- :ró lí.rp - 2.ró ho f s~., H~i.~-

f~~k{(líd; - h;t~)T(R-}- I'rlíI')-'I'(I'T(h,t~ - líd;) -2r',)

. -~~(ÍT h,fl -}-(~Ti1l~~ -I'T(Rf 1`TÍíÍ~)-~r', ~ ~~}

~

Snfficieut conditions for the existence of hk are (see Eng~~~erda (1990, theorem 3)) that
thP growth rates of the deterministíc variables d~, q~ and rk are smaller than ~, i.e.

IlclAtill ~ YIId~II~ Il9xtill ~ 1II9~II and Ilr~:till ~ YIIr~kII for some Y G~.
In practice only an approximate solution can bP calculated. This brings on some specific
approximation problems which are discussed in the next section.



Tlieorem 9:
Let (.-1, B} be stabilizable and a- ti }~ zé' d ~ B ~C TL.; ~, ~ E~(.-1) fl ~6.
1'hPU. if r'(-) satisfies (1-t), J~t.(T) is a continuous function on (O,Tt,] and limJ~ti-(T)

T10
t~xlsts.

Proof:
rirst uote that due to our assumptions, for an}~ satnpling period 0 C T G T~., the sam-
plPd system w.ill be stabilizable on (0, T~,] (see lemma 7). - -
`ow', drfiue the output error and control error as e(t) :- r(t) - r'(t) and :~u(t) :-
u(t) - u', respecti~'el~'. Then the optirnization problem (12) can be rewritten as

tnin lim {e(t;`.)THe(t,ti.)f:v, x

~1:-0t~Itkkti eT(t)Qe(t) ~- .~2LT(t)Rt[(t) - `~J1,CT(t)Rild(t) -~ iLd (t)Ril~(t)}l~t]}

tilll)~PCt t0

E(t) -.'iP(t) ~ B.~tl(t) ~- i'(t) - Bud(t); e(t0) - ~.

~IIIfP e(t) - ~(t.tk)f(tk) ~ r(t.tk).,i[(tk) } ~(t.tk)~ w'here (1'(t.tk) . - Jtk ~(G.tk)(Z~(~) -

Bu,~(.~))d.~ the problem is equi~'alent w-ith:

nllll lilTl {e(t,~.)T i~e(t.~-)~
.~~- x

~~-01 ~E~ Qek f 2e,~ 1l.~uk f~uÁ R~uk. -}~ 2e~9k f 2r~,uk -F ~k }

,IlhjPCt to

cktt -~ck. f r.,uk f dk.

~t'llPre lÍk :- l~(tktl.tk), r'k .- Jtkk~l rT(t~tk)Q~(t,tk) - ZR(t)ud(t)~t; ~ik -

It~A}~ ~T(t.tk)Q~(t.tk)!i't ; and :k - Itkk}1 (~~(t.tk)Q~(t ,tk) ~ u~(t)Rt~~(t) (Ít.

OL~.ionsly, all conditions of theorem 8 are satisfied, so that the minimal cost for this
~~roblem equals:

.I~i.(to, T) :-

~-k{(líd, - h;tl)T(R f rTlir)-'r(rT(h;~t - líd;) -?r;)

-2d?'h;t, ~ d?~lí d; - TT(R T rTtí r)-tT; f z;}

To pro~-e the continuity' of J~t.(T), note that lík,;~(T) is a uniform continuous function,
fi,r e~'Pr~' .~:., w'hich is bounded independently of ~. C'onsequently' lí(T) anrl. thus, G



arP bottnded continuous functions too. L?sing (10) it can be shown that h; satisfies (see
Eug~~~ercla (1990, theorem 3)):

h,~(T) :- ~;-~s;(T), ~~.here s;(T) :- ({(~ - I'C)T}'-~{GTr; - q; - (~ - I'G)Tlí ~i,})(T)

1oH~, s;(T) is a continuous function in T, which converges exponentially fast to zero if i
tends to infinity (the spectrai radius of (d~ - rG) is smaller than one, and r„ q; and d;
con~~erge exponentially fast to zero). So, ht,(T) is also a bounded continuous function.
Fitrthermore, it is easily seen that also h,~ com.erges exponentially fast to zero if k tends
to infinity. The same arguments as we used to sho~ti~ that h~(T) is a bounded continuous
funetian, show that Jiy(T) is a bounded continuous funetion on (O,T~.], which completes
thP proof. p

Corollary 10:
.~ssttme that the ~~.elfare cos[ are gi~.en by lim J(u(.),.r(to), to, t.~.,T) and sampling cost

V'-x,
b~~ (1). Then, under the conditions of theorem 9, there exists an optimal sampling period
fur the control problem. p

5 Computational remarks

BasPd on slight modification of results presented by Van ~~~'illigenburg (1992) ~se are
able to nutnPrically compute the solution ( 6) to the LQG-problem ('?,:3) 1{ thP planning
horizon is finite.
[f the planning horizon is extended to infinit}~ the computation of (10) in principle re-
c~uires an infinite number of computations ~~~hich in turn require att infinite number of
clata concPrning the exogenous ~.ariables of the s~-stem and reference variables in the
cust fuuctional. Therefore an algorithm is needed to approximate this solution. Loosely
s~,Pakiug, ~~~P ~~~ill show~ that under the gro~~~th rate conditions mentioned after theorem
~ thP uutcome of the back~~~ard recursion ( 10). i.e. hk.,~., is hardly influenced b}. h,~.~.,~,-
~~~hPU k' - k is large. Or, in other ~~ords, that the outcome of the back~~~ard recursion is
harcll}~ influencPd by pre~.ious far clistant outcomPS of the recursion. Therefore, takin,g a
sufficíPntly large horizon the recursion ( 10) ~cill approximate the solution h~ arhitrari]y
rlose. :~lore formal, the rPSUIc ceads as follo~~.s.

Lennna 11:
LPt i bP an arbitrary positi~~e integer. ConsiclPr

.~.- t
h;~:- ~(o-I'G)T'-'{-(o-I'C)TIídJ~Gic~-a~} (li)

~ -~
T6PU, under the assumptions of theorem -f, for any e~ 0 there exists an N such that
~~h, - h~ ~~ G f. :~foreo~.er, ,~' can be calculated from either (ii) or (iii) in the appendix.
O

tiince the proof of this lemma is rather technical it is defered to the appendix of this
~,apPr.



This lemma gives rise to the following algorithm for calculating an approximate optitnal
cuntrol in theoretn 8. Starting point for the algorithm are the cost criterion (13) and
s~-stem (12), and a fixed sampling period T. The algorithm assumes that all reference

and exogenous variable paths are know~n.

Algorithm 12:

la) Check whether Q~ 0 and R~ 0.

b) Check whether (.~, B) is stabilizable

Za) Calculate the equivalent discrete time sy~stem matrices ~, r, and dk

b) the weight matrices Q, :1I and R, and the

c) vectors qk, r~;, and ~k in the equivalent cost criterion (.).

:3a) Calculate the positive definite solution fí of the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)

b) Calculate the spectral radius r; of the closed-loop matrix q- rG.

-la) Calculate the maximal growth rate ~ of the variables dk, qk and r~.

h) C'heck tivhether 7 C I~~.

aa) Choose an approximation error e for h,, i.e. h;ti~ w~ill be constructed such that

~~h, - h;~ ~~ e e.

b) C'hoose an .~' that satisfies inequality' (ii) of the appendix.

c) C'alculate

h;`~ :- ~(o - rc)T'-'{cTt-, - 4; - (~ - rc)T~,a,}. (is)
,-,

(ia) Implement the optimal control (16), ~aith h; replaced by~ h;v

b) incremPnt i b~ 1, and return to 5). ~

`otP that in step Zb) the ~.ectors i~~;, u~k and ~~; onl}' need to be calculated up to time
.`~, under the assumption that the grow~th rate assumption is satisfied. (One may expect
that in practice the verification of this last condition will be not too difficult.) C'onse-
quently in actual situations the order of computations is: 1), la), 3), 4), 5a), 5b), 26),
:íc), 6), 5a), ~ib), 2b), 6) etc.
~nother point worth mentioning is that if matrix B is full column rank, ~- rG is
iuvertible (see Engw.erda (1990, theorem 5)). This allows recursive calculation of h;~l
as (q - rG)-T {h; -F r; - Gu;} ~- d;. This formula might be useful in implementing the
algorithm. Ho~~~e~-er, one has to be very careful in using this scheme, since all eigenvalues



1

uf (c~ - rC)-T are outside the unit circle. So any error in h, is exponentially for~~~arded
tu h~tt.
Finallv we note that to find the optimal sampling period in the infinite planning horizon
case is much more involved than in the finite planning horizon case. T~ti'o remarks which
ntay be helpfull are: 1) one may proceed similarly as in algorithm 3 to find a lowerbound
for this period, attd ?) !he solution !í of the algebraic Riccati equation is a monotonically
iucreasing function of the satnpling period T(see Levis et al (19ï1)).

6 An economic example

To illustrate some of our results, we consider the follo~~'ing deterministic macro eco-
nomic multiplier-accelerator model (Turno~~sky 19ï2).

y'-7c-~ltc-~o
1-l-aC-i!

c - ~(}~ - c),

~~~here y' denotes national income, c consumption, I in~-estment, G go~.ernment expen-
dítitre aud D autonomous expenditure. Tlris model can be ~~.ritten as:

C~ 1-(~(~~ -11)) ~ó,~~ Í I f~ bs ~ G-f- I ó I D.

('hoosJiug `a - O.OïS9, ó - `0.6061ti ~ `0.2sin(2rt),.y`-
Olll.~lïl,

i - O.Zï32 and
D(t) --100e001t, this equation constitutes a deterministic linear time-~.an'ing sys-
tem with state vector .z(t) :- (C 1)T, control ~~ector u(t) :- C~ and exogenous ~-ector
d(1) :- (ó "-6 )T D. ~~'e assume that onl}~ consumption, i.e. the first state variable, is
measured at the sampling times. To describe the uncertainty of the economic model and
the measnrements ~~'e use the system description (2) ~~~ith,

.~1(t) - ~ ~((7 -11)) "~r ~ ' B(t) - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~(t) - ~ ~ ~ ~; V(t) -

~'~:i 0 3 í0 300 0
~ ~0 0.09 ~ ; ~(to) - ~ ~ ï0 ~ ; G - ~ 0 :300 ~ and C(t,~) - (1 0), k -

0,1,..,.V- 1:It (tk)-:3.O,k-0,1,..,.~~- 1.
(~i~en this st'stem, the economic control polic~~ is to minimise the ~~-elfare cost (:3) ~~'ith

t~. -:i; Q(t) - ~ 0'0~~~~ ~,~ ~; R(t) - 0.001; u'(t) - 300 -}- O.lt aud r'(t) generated

~intilar to .r(t), b`ut with ó replaced by 0.6, u(t) given by u'(t) and r'(to) -(100 400)T.
`ote that the system generating the reference state trajectory is time-invariant and that
it may be regarded as the "average" of the original system, i.e. when the periodicity of
ó is disregarded. The construction of this economic control policy is partially based on
~~'ork presented by Turnovsky (19ï2) and I~endrick (1931). It only serves to demonstrate
the possible application of our results in economic control policy problems. We assume



tli,~ ~~~unumy to l,P herir7clicall}~ sanil,l~~l i.c~. l~,t~ - f,~. - T,k - 0, 1,..,,ti' - 1, aiicl tlial
t lic. ~ u~t for gatlir'ring onc ~neasurcnir`nt ~,rc l A(s~r JS - ~.).
Fig~irc~ l slio~~.s tl,e tutal costs as a fiin~ Lion ~,f I lir' samliling lieriocl T for this exanil,l~.
I r~,iii lliis figure it is clear that algorilli~i, a}.i~~l~ls .,n ol,timal saniplii,g I,eriucl uf 7" -'-i.
Tl,c~ correshoneling minimum total rosts are i9.79i~1.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper w'e considered the question whether there exists an optimal sampling rate
for systems that are periocíicall}' sampled. Optimal, in the sense that this sampling rate
is such that the sum of a performance measure and the cost of data gathering is mini-
mized. Under the basic assumption that the policy variables do not change in between
even' two successice sampling instances, it is shown that the answer to this question is
affirmative under some technical conditions.
lu case the performance is considered over a finite planning horizon, we presented an
algorithm which calculates the optimal sampling rate in a finite number of steps. It
is shown that if the system is described by a linear time-varying differential equation,
rontaining an exogenous component, which is corrupted b}' noise and the performance
critPrion is a quadratic tracking equatiou containing a reference signal for as well the
statP as the policy variables, the above mentioned technicaí conditions are satisfied. So,
uneler these conditions an optimal sampling rate exists and can be computed in a finite
number of steps. Explicit formulas are given to accomplish this computation.
Since for robustness reasons stabilizing controllers are desired the existence question of
~ut optimal samplíng rate was also raised in an infinite planning horizon setting. Again,
sume tPChuical conditions were presPnted under which an optimal sampling rate exists.
The analysis for LQG systems w'as extended from a finite to an infinite planning horizon
wltile some simplifying assumptions were made with respect to the system and perfor-
tnance cri[erion. Conditions on the system and target cariables guaranteeing that the
ntinimal value of the performance criterion remains bounded for any sampling rate have
heen presented. Provided these conditions are satisfied an optimal sampling rate exists.
1~'P showed that there exists a compact interval where the optimal sampling period is
situated. By calculating the minimal performance for different sampling periods in this
iutPrval one may get an idea of the location of the optimal sampling period. A problem
~~~ith this approach is the possible existence of local minima. To carry out this idea, one
has to calculate (for fixed different sampling periods) the minimal performance criterion.
SiucP tltP considerPd planning horizon is infinite, this is not a trivial job. Some numerical
rentarks w-ere made which ma}' help to accomplish this task.
From the analysis of the finite plauning horizon LQG and infinite planning horizon LQ
case it is clear that the optimal sampling period depends on the initial state of the sys-
tem and the prespecified output and control paths. 5o a basic problem, left for future
research, is to investigate how robust the design is for changes in the initial state and
reference paths. ~nother open problem is to w~hat extent our basic assumption that the
policy variables remain fixed in between every two successive sampling instances inftu-
c~nces the optimal sampling rate. One might expect that if the optimal sampling rate is
rPlativPly small this assumption does not affect the outcome too much.



Appendix

Proof of lemma 11
ln this appendix we show how large the planning horizon :~' in

,. -~
.- ~ (~ - rG)Tk-` {-(~ - rG)T I1 dk ~ Gu;k - t~k}

must be chosen to have an estimate for h; that satisfies the inequality

II ~t~-h; IIz s E{II (~-rG)r~ Ilzll ~l~ 111 t II ~~ 11211 u~~ IIz ~ II t'~ II~} -: E~i.

(19)

To that end, w-e make a Jordan-decomposition of matrix ~- I'G :~ - IG-: D~- J,
~~.hrre D is a diagonal matrix, J is a nilpotent matrix and DJ - JD. ~foreo~.er, ~se
~lenote -(~ - I'G)TKdk f Gtek - 2!k by dk. Then,

ior a prespecified estimation error e.

~ z k
II h~ - h~~`~ II z- II ~(D ~.I)kdk II: - II ~(~(; )Dk-~ JJ)~k II~ (''i)

k-.~- k-.v ~-o
['nder the assumption that .ti' is larger than the diinension n of matrix ~- rG, this sum
eyuals

II ~ (~c; )Dk-'J~)~k 112 ('?'')
k-C ~-0

~ ~ (~ II (~ ) Dk-'J'dk 112)
k- V 7-0

x n

C ~ (~ II l, ) Dk-'dk 112)
k-.V j-0

x. n

C ~ (~(j )Pk-~.yk~
II ~ 112)

k-.~' ~-o

n ~o

- ~ ~' ~ (, )(Py)k-7 II ~ 112
j-0 k-.1'

n ~t] ÍJ)
- ~,y, 11 ~(P~!) 1

j-o j. 1- P7 J II d Ilz,

~~-here O~j) denotes the j-th deri~-ati~~e ~v.r.t. p-t, 7 is the gro~~.th rate of the deterministic
~.ariables and p is the absolute largest entry of matrix D.
[;sing Leibniz's rule, we can H.rite this sum as:

~ i G-k)

~~' 1~ ~(~)((P,).~~t~)~k) . ~ 1 ) II ~ II~;-o j. k-o 1 - P?'
(2s)



' 1 ' .ti' -f 1 1
- ~7' ~ ~(i:)~~ k (J - ~`)~(1 - P?)'-k ~~ d ~~z

7-0 J' k-0

n ~ ' ~ :~ ~ 1 1 (P7)rtl-k d

-~~~ k J (1 - P,y)j-k ~~ ~~2
~-0 k-0

(30)

.~.
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ (P7)~~t'-k(1 - P7)k ~~ d ~~z (31)

1 - P7 k-o 1`

y Bv,,(.~'tl-j,jfl)l . 1~ ~ 1 1 d 2
-~~ (1 -P7I (~~'-J)~I~

(- ). ~~ ~~

~ehPre Bo.,(a, y) is the Béta-function J~tI-~ (1 - t)y-~át.
0

So, if ~1" is such that

7 'B~(~~'fl-J,7-fl)
~ (`~~~fl)! e e
~-0 1 -P7~ ( ~.~ -J)~J~

(32)

(ii) (3:3)

thPn iti'' is a choice for the planning horizon that }~ields an approximation hh" of h; that
satisfies equation (i).
To avoid cumbersome calculation we finall}~ note that ~ahene~'er a" satisfies the following
inequality, then (ii) is satisfied:

( y nti

e ? (P'~)'~~ti . (.~.. ~ 1 ),~ 1 - lv-,(i-v,)~
1- ~v-~(~-ml

(iii) (:3-1)

O
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